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Monday, April22, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

identification numbers.
Saturday a campus~wide trollsure hunt will be held. Balloons
will be posted with attached tickets redeemable for prizes donated
by the Union Program Directorate.

Lobo Tracksters Down ACC 92-52

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Way out West they call the
wind Mariah, but the name that
Coach Hugh Hackett and his Lobo
track team have for the wind at
University Stadium can't be
printed.
The Lobos, who have had more
troubl~ with the wind than with
any of their dual-meet competition this season, picked up their
fourth straight dual-meet victory
with a 92-52 win over the Abilene
Christian Wildcats Saturday at
University Stadium.
SATURDAY'S meet was originally scheduled for Abilene but
heavy rains forced the Wildcats
to pack up their meet programs
and come to the Land of Enchantment with its bright sunshine and
gale winds.

New Mexico won 13 of the 17 stopped running and waited until
events and the only thing that Van Troha got back on his feet
kept it from going over the cen- before he resumed the race. Van
tury mark again at the Stadium Troha was credited with first
was several second-place finishes _place with a 4:28.0 and UNM's
by the under-manned Wildcats.
Ray ·Jordan finished second with
School record holder Ace Nils- a 4:32.2.
son, New Mexico's only eligible
DeWINDT came back to win
Swedish Olympian, put the Lobos the 880 yard run by two-tenths
on the scoreboard first with an of a second over Van Troha. Deeasy victory in the javelin. Nils- Windt had a 1 : 56.5 and Van Troson's first toss went 243 feet and ha a 1:56.7.
left no doubt as to who would win
Two of the closest races of the
the event. "Busy Joe" Powdrell afternoon were the 440 yard refinished second in the javelin with lay and the 100 yard dash. New
a season best throw of 193-10.
Mexico's Rene Matison and ACC's
ERVIN JARROS continued to Robert Medlock anchored the reshow New Mexico fans why he lay teams and nothing was decided
was the Pennsylvania state cham- until Matison edged across the
pion shot putter in his high school finish line a hair ahead of Meddays. Jarros won the shot put lock. The Lobo's winning time was
with a 53-9 mark and won the 41.8 and the Wildcats finished at
41.9.
discus at 166-6,
Matison and Medlock paired off
Jarros has been a double winin
the 100-yard dash and Matison
ner for New Mexico in the shot
turned
in a wind-aided 9.3. Medput and the discus in the Lobos'
last three dual meets. Jarros bet- lock was half a stride behind and
tered his season best by a half- recorded a 9.4.
PERSONALS
inch Saturday and once again
Defending NCAA triple-jump
shut out defending Western Ath- champion Art Baxter took firsts
MOUNTAIN HOME. June 15-August Sd.
Somewhat primitive. No rent in ex..
letic Conference champion and in the long jump and the triple
change care pets while owners on vaca..
teammate Mike J egrey in the jump. Baxter covered 23-8% in
tion. P.O. 351, Grants, New Mexico.
discus.
the long jump and 50-4 in the
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AnthololrY.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Pni>Distance
man
Ron
Eller
sat
out
triple
jump. Both marks were
Jishera, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
the mile run against the Wild- wind-aided.
California. 94117.
• cats but scored an impressive vicAbilene Christian scored an upDO YOU BITE your nails? Would you like
tory over ACC ace Kenny Link set win in the mile relay, the last
to stop? A limited number of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
in the three-mile run. Eller re- event of the day. Monte Stratton,
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
corded a 14:36.0 in the grueling Ken Knapp, Ronnie Crawford,
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen,
277-4285 for appointment.
race. Link and teammate Dave and Hubert Jones turned a 3:21.0
FOR SALE,
Piper finished second and third in the event. UNM's team of
with 15:31.8 and 15:51.0 respec- Baxter, Jim Singer, Ed Moseley,
OLD MANZANO School House built of
tively.
ndobe and llagstone. Walls 30" thick
and Matison recorded a 3:24.5, a
Converted into home. Secluded-Hug.,:
Ideal for clubhouse, fraternity, home
mark
well of its season best
1100SEVELT Williams turned
7 717 ?, 1¥., acre land, water, lights, bu~
3:12.6.
in
a
wind-aided
14.1
in
the
high
tsne. Desperate, about to be foreclosed
-Want $3,000. Call George Romero
hurdles for another first place.
Phil Kastens won the high
255-4800.
Harold "Boo Boo" Bailey and jump for New Mexico with a
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNM area).
ACC's John McGuire crossed the leap of 6-4%. School record holdIt"s a world of its own I Rustic, charmfinish line with a battle of the er Jon Caffey went 15-6 in the
ing, with patios and gardens, you"U be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, diningelbows and both recorded 14.3 in pole vault. Caffey became the first
room, Mexican tile bathroom, perfect
the event. McGuire won second Lobo pole vaulter to ever vault 16
for a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265·8571 or evenings 247-3048. Caird·
place.
Norris Realty.
4x
::
A spill on the last turn of the
:. ·.
'55 CHEVY. Good transportation. $150.
mile run cost Lobo Adrian DeTim Biggs, Phone 265-1318.
Windt a potential victory. DeFOR RENT
Windt was on AI Van Troha's
heels as the two made the turn
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
a suit of ~panish armor. These one bed·
on the final straightaway when
~oom furmshed adobe apts, are a swingVan Troha hit the dirt.
mg WRY of life. Call Sam Cooper 265·
8574 or evenings 842-8280. Caird-Norris
DeWindt, who was later disRealty.
4x
qualified for fouling Van Troha,

WANT ADS

CHARM FOR RENT. Original Albuquerque Adobe. 4 h<!rm, 2 baths, 32 ft. living
room, study_, dtning room, 6 fireplaees
large patio, 1¥., acres. Available July 1'
Telephone 243-5870.
'
SERVICES
SWIMMING PARTIES--or just plain
parties. Facilities include swimming
da!'ci!'g• Bar-B-Q, volley ball ete. 7~
mtdmght, 10 to 500 Persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderbird SwimGym. 247-9677.

TYPING WANTED: 7 yra, experience for
students at Unlv. North Carolina. Excellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35c 1>er pag.......,ou furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
nights. 242-9451.

RHC Week •••

CRAFi~D

(Continued from page 1)
After the show members of the
audience will be asked to give definitions of "fresh.'' A $25 prize
will be awarded for the best definition, Schuster said.
Admission to the Capers is 25
cents for dormitory residents, $1
for other students, and $1.50 for
the general public.
Thursday's activities include a
barbecue behind Mesa Vista Hall.
A TGIF dance will be held Friday from 3 to 5 p.m. in front of
Hokona Hall. "The Cardinal" will
be shown in the Anthropology
Lecture Hall Friday night at 8
and 10. Dorm residents will be
admitted free on their dining hall

6114/d/ft/IH.f.I!<PJ, L'•tf i11

1"-Jr

1>/J' r),r/r- ...~M<,If,,/lltfi~

{1'"""""' ;11; .r,.-,

SHOWN AT
7:15
C~SSIC

TONIGHI'

. , . IEI!IfU ••

the
Battle

.

Dfthl

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS board member
.John Howarth (left) and chairman William Huber clashed last night over a policy change proposed by Howarth and later passed. The change,
which took efFect on passage, allowed the board
to interview all applicants for the job of Lobo
editor before making any selection. Under the

policy which existed going into the meeting, the
board was required to hire or reject the applicant
who received the endorsement of the Lobo staff
bef,ore interviewing any othe~ ap11licant. Juggler
Editor Rob Burton was hired over Lobo Managing Editor Nooley Reinheardt, the staff's choice,
after four hours of debate.

Juggler Editor Rob Burton
was named Lobo editor ;l'or 196869 after four hours of debate and
a policy change by the Board of
Student Publications last night.
Burton, who will take over
from present editor Chuck Noland May 5, was picked over Lobo
Managing Editor Nooley Reinheardt and former staffer Greg
MacAleese for the job.
The policy change rescinded a
board :procedure established in
1964, by which the board either
hires or rejects the applicant endorsed by the Lobo staff before it
considers any ether applicant.
Reinheardt was the staff choice
for the job.
Board member John Howarth,
who proposed the change, asserted that the existing policy had
been "inadvertently violated" by
Noland when he obtained the staff
endorsement of Reinheardt. Howarth said it would be ''absurd"
to try to function _under exsiting
policy because of Noland's 'Procedural errors.
The existing policy required
the editor to obtain nominations
from the staff. Reinheardt, the

•
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McCarthy Says He Would Use UnIOn Oar ets
Study of Salaries
Warsaw Site for Peace Talks

Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

is low enough.
ttew Lady Norelco. .

ne nr

., .

Norelco brings you a new lady's shaver. The Lady
Norelco 15L. It's a delicate pink with red trim, and
comes in an oyster white snap-open wallet.
The shaving heads are designed with you in mindone side is for shaving legs, the other for underarms.
You get a smooth, close shave, the kind you'd expect
from a Norelco, at a new low price.
,
Hide it from your roommate.
,

. ···.· ..... :: ::.:·::·.. ·:·.·........· :. .<:'··'·: ,·. ,,.,.,.,

There's also the elegant Classic
Beauty 20L A slim-handled lady's
shaver with two shaving sides-·one for
underarms, the other for legs. It comes
packaged in a beautiful Greek column.
And to be even more lavish, the
Norelco Beauty Sachet 25LS. A shaver
plus ten beauty attachments. It's like
having a complete beauty salon in
your own room.

,,,·. Y

/Yore/co®
the dose, fast, comfortable electric shave.

North Am~rlcan Phfllp1 Company, Inc., 100 ltaU 4:i!nd street, New Vork, N, v.1001'1

.

Board Revises Policy;
Staff Pick Rejected

Beginner and Hunter Classes now forming
New Leagues Also Forming
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
345-2549
5200 San Mateo NE

247-9677

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

No.98

SPITFIRE ARCHERY LANES

Swimming -Tennis
Diving - Gymnastics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties
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ALPINF:OOLCIMJRC(\

SWIM-DT

Albuquerque, N.M.

EW

fft:~tlt' ~ gu~V f11A' ,,~/(.

CAREER BOUND

1516 San Pedro NE

FL( 2..

!tlit.f inrf,.~l'fltJrt.4 t:'~trryt.:f ~?r

FUN

~-erv~

Un3QW
v. I I V"'l o,g-g

tl>f/al ...

LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247-8219

265-7611

.C. o \~o Y\ Cl(~ tl

C..D

SOUTHWEST

FUN

Remember to Vote 1n Choice'68
·~7~ 7~1

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND

HELP IN WRITING papers by widely
kno~ledgeah!e llrofessional writer. In
English, HJStory, Psychology, Litera·
tnre. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE. 242·
6837. 8·8:30 a.m., 10:30-11 p.m.
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
grammar, spelling, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Partial background: Advertising ;
Art ; Financial ; Legal : Sciences. Experienced typing professional papers presented national engineering eonferenees.
Phone: 242-0649.
·

feet last week at the Oklahoma
Relays. Powdrell finished second
in the pole vault also with 15-6.

•
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By ALLEN BUCHANAN
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, speaking yesterday from New York
City to student audiences at five
universities, said if he were now
President he would be willing to
go to Warsaw for peace talks
with the South Vietnamese. (Warsaw was rejected as a possible
conference site by President Johnson last week.)
McCarthy delivered his address
and answered questions at noon
via tele-lecture in the Union ballroom.
He said he would have reduced
U.S. military efforts in Viet N am
to the point where there would
have been no question of our desire to go to the conference table.
He indirectly implied that the
Johnson administration has failed to do this.
ANSWERING a series of questions concerning the draft, McCarthy voiced his dissapprovai. of
<lreating a professional army. "It
would be highly undesirable for
this country," he said. "The present draft system should be continued, as it creates a public concern.''

Candidates to Get
Equal lobo Space
The Lobo will publish pictures
and campaign statements of all
candidates for Student Senate in
the May 3 elections. The statement itself, excluding identification and list of candidate's qualifications, may not exceed IS-typewritten lines. Any statement
which exceeds this limit will be
edited as necessary. Statements
and pictures should be submitted
to the Lobo office in the Student
Publications building, corner of
Yale and Central.

He added that a professional
army might easily loose contact
with the people and the government, and then see fit to operate
oil its own initiative. ''I think it
would be a little dangerous," he
said.
1\fcCarthy was asked if he
would use his power as either
senator or President to allow
draft exiles to return to the
United States. He first reaffirmed
his views on the "right of dissent
based on rational grounds," and
then answered he was in favor
of providing an "amnesty," but
with "some cOnditions."
"It would •be my hope that
something could be done before
the end of the war," he said,
"· .. in order that they may re-

turn without having a cloud hanging over their heads."
CONCERNING his candidacy
and the number of young people
supporting him, McCarthy said
students and the young now have
a greater stake in politics than
ever before. "They should be consulted and asked to take part in
the planning of their future,'' he
said, "because it is their future,
and not necessarily the future of
adults."
He was questioned about the
worth of Choice '68, the college
'vote for Presidential candidates
being sponsored today by Time
Magazine. "I think the results
will be very important and will
have a significant effect on the
state primaries still scheduled,"
he said.

By MELissA HOWARD

Union Board last night refused
to approve a proposed budget for
Union operations next year and
initiated a review of the University's wage and salary limits for
all employees.
The board tabled discussion of
the budget and adopted a resolution stating that "Whereas, the
New Mexico Union Board found
the salaries and wages allowed
by the University grossly inadequate, therefore this board requests the appropriate administration representatives to be present at the Union Board meeting on Tuesday, April 30, at 8
p.m."
BOARD 1\1El\'IBERS indicated
that University Vice-President for
(Continued on page 5)

ers rarely have that opportunity."
"I think we made a mistak,•,''
said Sherman Smith, Administr;;,.
tive vice-president. He indicuh•d
the soundest argument made by
teachers against the evaluation
was that it doesn't make sense for
the University to publish statements on the order of "this is a
good course and a good professor,"
or "this is a bad course and a bad
professor.''
Robert Loftfield, a biochemistry
professor, said "I think it's important that the faculty put itsE:lf on the record as asking for
the student opinion . . . at least
to give the student the idea that
he is more than just part of the
mill.''
DR. CAMPBELL admitted he
would be disappointed if UNM
students didn't go ahead and pub-

Macy AUndO<.

UNM Talent Show
Planned for May 8
An all-campus talent show
will be held May 8 in the Student
Union Ballroom. The winner will
advance to the finals of the Intercollegiate Talent Show to be held
May 16 in conjunction with the
Fiesta celebration.
Interested persons should cull.~
tact the Activities Center secretary, in the Student Union. The
deadline for application will be
Monday, April 29. Auditions will
be scheduled for Tuesday night
and Wednesday afternoon, April
30 and May 1.
A prize of $500 is being
awarded to the winner of the Fiesta Talent Show.

Is Rapped

Teacher Evaluation
The vote of faculty members
against the proposed UNM teacher evaluation was "from the guts
rather than the brain," said Dr.
John M. Campbell, chairman of
the Committee on the University
during its meeting Monday night.
"They're afraid, and this is understandable. They just don't like
to be criticized by students.''
A committee member suggested
that teachers might wish to be
treated like physicians and lawyers, who are rated by their fellows rather than their clients.
BUT ROLAND Kool, an Albuquerque and alumni representative on the committee, said the
professions of teachers and those
of doctors or lawyers are not synonymous. "Lawyers and doctors
have the opportunity to observe
each other," he said, "but teach·

only applicant from the staff, was
endorsed rather than being nominated and then endorsed by the
staff.
The policy change, which went
into effect upon passage, allows
the board to interview all applicants, giving "great weight" to
the staff recommendation, and
then make a selection froni""hlt
applicants rather than hiring or
rejecting the staff nominee at
first.
The board also approved a new
financing plan for The Mirage,
UNM's yearbook. The studentyearbook was cut by Student
Senate from a requested $43,000
to just over $30,00{) in a compromise move two weeks ago. Senate
recommended that Pub Board consider charging a token fee for
The Mirage next year as a step
toward a full-subscription, nonsubsidized yea1:book for UNM.
The board approved a plan to
cha1:ge students $2 fo1: a -yearbook, which would include the
cost of an individual picture in
the class section. Previously, activity-fee-paying students )l,pd.
gotten the yearbook free, but were
required to pay $1 if they wanted
the individual pictures.
In other action, Keith Davis
was _hired as editor of The Thunderbird for next year, to succeed

~ bh

their o\vn versinn -.. • f 'JJ. ~ench ..
&•But HRy ·.4~uc~ do
it <•almly," he said.
Di;;cussion turned to a document
offered by Karl Koenig, a professor of phychology here. The document concerned a campus need
for counseling, psychological, and
related services, and whether the
cU1·rent services are satisfactory.
Koenig insisted the University's attitude on its obligation to
students who are having emotional and or academic problems
remains unclear. "I would suppose a large number of people are
going to need these services be•
fore they graduate," he said.
BUT SHERMAN Smith criticized the document on the grounds
that it didn't provide an answm·
to what the University's obliga·
tion wight be, or if it even has
t: E1Va1uation.

one. "I don't think the University l1as an institutional policy in
this area. Probably the question
could only be answered by the
formulation of such a policy.'J,
All members agreed the University should have an obligation
to the student in the area discussed. "But this is a hideously
difficult problem," Smith said.
"Unless you can in some way
state the limits of the obligation,
you really don't know how far to

go."
He said the University should
not be in a position to force counseling or psychological service
upon the student, but if the student asks for it ... "What will
you do for him?"
The Committee meets again on
May 6, and will then attempt to
answer that question .

-
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Jrarate

tloint Senate Candidacy Announced
:; Pat Boatwright, Claudia Jacki;on, and Tom Hogg announced
.their joint candidacy for Student
Senate last night. The three plan
to run ()n the same platform, supyorting each other's candidacy.
Miss Boatwright is a freshman. She is an appointed executive assistant to Senate, and a
member of the Santa Clara Referral Board. She is also a member of the Campus Chest Committee and is serving on the Stu-dent Handbook Committee.
Miss Jackson, freshman, is an
Assistant and on the
Chest
Student
Committees. She was
appointed pubrelations direcoor by Senate
John

here at UNM. We look for a canwould question the validity.
activate new ideas.
didate
to win who is deeply conTo cite examples, I, A bill to
However, there is a need for
cerned
for the welfare of all
a more positive outlook which send a student representative to
students,
who is dedicated to the
would be conductive to meaning- a conference on narcotics sponprospect
of
positive and workable
ful growth within Student Gov- sored by the AMA was defeated.
ideas.
2.
$800
was
allocated
to
print
adernment. In our opinion, some of
We look for a candidate to win
.the inadequacy lies in the atti- ditional copies of the Thunderwho
has the outstanding qualifibird which subsequently were nev.
tude of the Student Senate.
cations
necessary to make an eX·
Due to a negative attitude er claimed. 3. Just as the New
perienced
and effective president,
which seems to exist in Senate, Mexico Legislature spent one
a
candidate
who will strive to pro•.
there is at present a lack of mu- week discussing the Stokley Carmote
UNM
in the ~ommunity, in
michael
issue,
so
Student
Sen:tual respect between the student
the
state,
and
in the nation. We
ate
wasted
its
time
on
the
cenbody and the Senate. We believe
believe
that
there
is such a canthat the position of senator should sorship of Tom Horn.
didate
running.
We
know that he
Therefore, in regard to these
invoke an attitude which is altomore
than
fits
the
description
gether positive and progressive shortcomings, we, as candidates
which
we
have
written.
for
Senate,
are
determined
to
inin its outlook.
Since we are convinced that he
As long as Student Senate does stitute a positive attitude which
is
the best man for the job, we
can
only
result
in
better
legislanot posses pride in itself, the stuare
in firm support of Coleman
dents cannot possibly reciprocate. tion and improved communication
Travelstead.
And so we launch
Many fine bills have been enacted between the student body and
our
campaign;
with the help of
by Senate, but in as much as these Senate.
conscientious
students,
it will be
Furthermore,
we
are
indeed
inhave been enacted, there have
a
sucessful
one.
terested
in
the
presidential
race
been some bills of which we

is an
sanamember of
the Student lobby, and a legislative assistant to
Thorson. Hogg
is also a member ()f the speaker's committee.
The three candidates'
statement follows:
We are expressing a desire
Tom Hogg to further the
progress of Stuent Government at UNM by
announcing our
candidacy f o r
Student Senate.
UNM has come
to play a vital
role, not only in
-influencing the
1i ve s of its
many students,
but also in proJackson
viding a variety
of activities and a cultural environment for the community as
well.
- ""'We feel that this is a direct result of worthwhile and conscientious efforts by leaders like John
Thorson and Bill Carr.
We feel that during the past
year, John has been instrumental
in establishing such fine programs
as an effective student lobby, the
placing of students on faculty and
administrative committees, and
that he has taken an active part
in creating a committee oo investigate the possibilities of a junior college.
In addition to speaking before
more than 30 civic organizations
and establishing greater communication between the University
and the community, John's administration has provided an unequaled variety of speakers and
popular entertainment. It is our
:mention, by running for Student
Senate, to continue these programs and policies as well as to

-

Mekong Delta Area Hit Hard by War

VV~ners

Trophy winners for the UNM
Karate Club in last month's
Southwestern Open Karate Championships were Ben Gonzales,
first place in the ;vv'l}.it!l ·belt
heavyweight division; ~wis_ W,ilson, second .place in the light·
weight brown belt divisio~; and
Dick Reinstra, third place in tpe
brown belt heavyweight <\ivision.
···'

and CLEANING
CoiiHIP Dry.Cieonlng

and Laundry
Open I AM· I Pit\
01t

q~~'l

By STEVE D'ARAZ~EN

with ~RVN howitzer fire, caused is. Indian country, he said. (AI- nent blindness unless treated. He
HOUSE OF HALLMARK
extensive damage to the center lusions to cowboys and Indians had a sporting attitude ooward
Mekon ri outh. VIet Nam s of town..
are frequent here.)
the enemy. (Strangely even the
offers the largest selection of
. g . ver delta IS one of the
The Widely-photographed prosAT MESS IN the compound
soldiers have by and large a
MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
fertile
cen·mm of th e· burned-out mark et - one U.E. AID man was complain-' great deal of' respect for their
'
,most
W'th
· 't areas
. of the world·
in this area,
~
1 ~d_qmlted network of
place became symbolic of Ben ing about a lack of cooperation opponents almost none for the
~a~~ sh:'a Ies, and gardens, it Tre, SYJl\bolic of the destructive- from the South Vietnamese gov· Vietname~e allies.) The medic
WEDDING INVITATIONS
.oo s I e a ~unday-school color. n~s~ of the war. The American ernment in assisting the refugees. had delivered the man's daughter
and all paper goods
~Je~ook version of .the Garden of
mll~tary spokesmen in Be!! Tre
It is a frequent complaint.
to him without alerting the Viet·
for the bride to be
f
. · The del~a. IS capable of claimed the NLF burned It, but
An Army medic, instrumental namese police, as he easily could
eee~ng 30.0 nulho!l people a!ld w~en asked what the motive in keeping the hospital running have done. Occasionally, even in
3501 Lomo~ Blvd. NE 255-4989
f ve now, m the midst of a pam- might h~ve been, they said they smoothly although it too was a war as brutal as this one, acts
ul war, no one starves here.
had no Idea.
crowded with refugees who circu- of mercy occur.
'!'he French fought the Ind~THE REFUGEES from Ben lated everywhere and hindered
Chmese war for co~trol of this Tre were encamped in a tent city operations, apparently had a rep.
area known to th~ VIetnamese _as erected in the schoolyard. The utation in town for being a good
Na!ll Bo. Economi~ally ~he un~fi- school had been closed fo;J;" two guy. One of his patients had been
catton of the relatively mdustnal months and will be closed for a the daughter of the local NLF of
North and the agricultural South while yet.
fleer.
make~ sense. But the eold war
I asked the senior province adHe had operated for cataracts,
has distur~ed the natural bala!lce visor, Richard Burnham, what a condition which causes perma·
-South VIet Nam must now Im- was being done oo alleviate the
port rice f~om neighboring Thai- difficult condition of the r.Jfugees.
1 1 famous international dishes
land and distant South C'arolina. He seemed to take it all in his
DURING THE Tet offensive the stl'ide. He was not anxious to
delta was as hard hit as the rest build temporary shelters because
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
of ~out~ .Viet Nam. I visited five in his words, "When you do that:
French, Gennan, and others ...)
The Guadalajara Summer Schoal, a
of tts Cities: Can Tho, Ben Tre, they lose their initiative and
fully
accredited
University
of
Arizona
lunch u:3o-2:3o dinner 5:3o-g:3o
My Tho, Vinh L.ong, and Ca Mau. drive."
program, conducled in cooperotlan
Everywhere the story was the
At the Mac-V compound (Milwith professors from Stanford Uni·
same-the NLF had taken over itary Assistance Command- Viet
413 Romero St. N.W. 2 blocks N.W.
yersity; University of California, and
the cities-or parts of the cities Nann, and containing a bar, a
Guadafafara,
will
offer
July
1
to
Au-and the US-ARVN troops had stereo, and other blessings of
of Old Town Plaza
242-4986
?estroyed huge areas of the cities American life, I met a Navy man, gust 10, art, folklore, geography, hism response.
a recent Berkeley graduate "This tory, language and literature courses.
Tuition, board and room is $2Cjl0.
The counter -offensive added area is 90 per cent VC," he told
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Bo•
70,000 homeless people to the me. "We can't secure it not if
7227, Stanford, California 94305.
100,000 in Nam Bo before Tet. we wanted to." Across the river
Over 22,000 crowded Vietnamese -:;::;=:;:::;:::;;::::::;::;::;::::==:=:=========================================::=~
homes were destroyed.
r
The South Vietnamese government's response has been anemic.
Although 200 million piastres
are needed to restore full life to
the area, only 60 million are
available. The homeless Vietnamese finds himself entitled to ten
sheets of tin roofing, ten bags of
Taiwan cement, and 5,000 piastres (worth $42 in the U.S.), or
10,000 piastres for residents of
Saigon or Hue. The aid will be
enough to build some sort of
shelter, but is far from enough
to build a real home.
DEATH AND injury are being
similarly com:pensated-2,000 piastres ($17 in the U.S.) for those
killed under 18 years old; 4,000
for those over 18; 1,000 piastres
for injuries to those under 18;
2,000 piastres for tltose over 18.
Arriving by helicopter in Can
Tho, headquart~rs for the Fourth
Corps area, I saw lmildin~r. flattened by bombs and rockets. Estimating damage is always difficult, a bit easier from the air,
but Can Tho looked like it was
20 per cent destroyed.
Were there any VC inside it
when the Americans attacked? I
asked a passer-by.
"Oh, no. Of course not. They
escaped before the Americans arrived," an old man said.
IT WAS, BY now, a familiar
story. I'd heard it before in Cholon and Hue. Shoot first, ask later, seems to be the policy.
I found a lmrned-out area by
the river which I thought might
be napalm damage, but it wasn't.
This was an accident: One of the
flares that are dropped nghtly
over the cities of Viet N am had
failed to burn out. Instead it had
ignited several blocks of thatched-roof houses. Napalm could not
have looked worse.
At Ben Tre, made famous by
the statement "We had to destroy
the city in order to save it," tl1e
attack bad begun on the nig·ht of
January 31. It ll!'gan with a mortar barrage and a ground attack
from three sides. The town was
overrun and the NLF held it until the U.S. Army airlifted two
Summer is follO\ving good vibrations ... feeling happy ... talkinrr
battalions from the Dong Tam
about things that matter and things that don't ... runnin <:r around b
airbase in 44 giant Chinook helicopters.
with friends ... using 'TWA's 50/50 Club card to
new places
THE COUNTER-offensive kitall over the US for only half fare...
·
ed 400 Ben Tre civilians and
wounded 900. A helicopter rocket
Meeting people .. :,the. surfers at Malibu ... stomping and yelling
and gunfire attack, combined
'SAigg~ge ~ress Se~Ice

CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Caun•lor Alwap
2106 Central S.E.
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Duty

W-0136

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the Dorms

,

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

255-5381

Where have
all the heroes gonel

Miles and miles of just a few words and holding hands.

A young woman cries out her agony to
The Brooklyn sky
As good citizens dim their lights
So they may watch unseen
The late show in the streets.
A pregnant mother is harassed by hoodlums
While spectators stand mutely by.
And the young men?
The young men stand aside
Too smart to get involved.
In the current lingo they "keep their cool".
Well, listen here
No great civilizations have been built
By men who kept their cool •••
No frontiers conquered
No revolutions waged
No brave new soc1eties forged
By men who kept their cool.
All of mankind's shining achievements
Have been propelled into being
By hot-blooded young men, fired by an idea.
When the heroes take to the sidelines
Civilizations decline and disappear.
Right now this country needs heroes
To stick out their necks
For better schools
Better housing
Better jobs
Better government.
It's up to you to take it on.

U. Group Will Show
'Don Quixote' Movie
The movie "Don Quixote de La
Mancha" will be shown tonight 7
and 9:30 in the Union Theater.
Tickets will go on sale at 6:30
p.m. Admission is 50 cents.
The film has Spanish dialogue
and English sub-titles. It was
photographed in Spain in 1962.
The movie is being shown by
Latin American Desk to raise
money for the scholarship which
it sponsors. The scholarship is
gi~en to a Latin American student for study at UNM.

You are our life ln$1.1rance.

, I
i, I

discO\~r

~Ill
Downlwflll for . . . . .
or lhapplng? Eat at

gl~~e

your clothes
Sanitone
Professional care!
Call 243·5671

PhDIDII
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFOAO,

CONNECTICUT

OPfN 2-' HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626

at th~lVfonterey Pop Fest1val. .. and the Newport Folk Festival. ..
dancmg all night at the Salvation ... drinking beer at the Dodger's game ...
Folk singing Sundays in Washington Square ... the artists and writers
at Big Sur ... the big guys and the little guys ... the people who agree with
you and the people who don't ... just being together ... all the people
at TWA who want you to have a good summer ... Find them ... Find yon.
Summer is a finding-out time. Check your travel agent,
or your TWA Campus Rep:
~~ra"""'
Joseph A. Alarid at 242-5540.
~~ "J

U

p

d
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•Service mark owned exclusively by Trans World Airlines, Inc.

100 Broadway NE
200 Wyoming SE
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.:NEW MEXICO LOBO LETTERS
Publl•hed Mo!'d•r• Wednesday, ThursdaY •. and Friday of the regular University yenr by the
Student Publications Bo:ord of the AssoCiated Students of the University of New Mex'oo
Second-class pos~e. patd at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Printed by the University Printing l')ant. SubscnptJOn rate' $4.60 .for the school year, payable in advance All editorials
and &Igned Cf:!Iumn~ express the vie~ of the writer and not necessarily th;se of the Student Publiea!lons Board or of the Umversity.

Editor-in-Chief --------------------------- --------- Chuck Noland
Man agmg
• Ed'to
1 r --------------------- ·-------- Nooley Reinheardt
Business Manager---------------------------------- Richard Pfaff
News Editor -------.,----------------------------- G. Roy Corneliu!l
Sports Editor -------------------------------------- Wayne Ciddio
Morning Editor ---------------~------------------- Sarah Laidlaw
Photographer ---------------------------------------- Bob Pawley
Cartoonist ---------------------------------------- Frank Jacon1e
Editorial Staff ________ Grant Harvey, Melissa Howard, Paul Slack
~"
Allen Buchanan, Cathy McAndrews, Carra Havis:

Business ol Criticism and Viewpoints
A letter to the editor, which appears elsewhere on this
page, criticizes The Lobo for making endorsements for the
Choice '68 election today. The authors recall that we criticized Tom Horn, chairman of the Associated Students Speakers Committee, for introducing Sen. Robert F. Kennedy as
"the next president of the United States" when he appeared
atUNM.
Our argument then was that Horn was acting as an appointed officer of the Associated Students, not as a political
functionary who had to whip up enthusiasm for the speech.
From this, the authors go to the point that "another student
supported media (sic) endorses McCarthy. That appears to
mg.--to be one of the greatest hypocritical acts of the year."
The authors of the letter, besides having some misinformation, miss the point. They state that The Lobo criticized
Horn's introduction as being in poor taste and demanded his
censure. We did criticize the introduction; we did not demand
or reco~mend any action. Newspapers, traditionally, are in
the busmess of criticism-so we criticized.
Newspapers are also traditionally in the business of giving
their viewpoints on the editorial page. The author admits
that "newspapers definitely have the right to say what they
think," but suggests that "student newspapers that are supported by student money should limit themselves to reporting the news period" (though what a news period is we're
not sure). Would he then suggest that The Lobo eliminate its
editorial page, including letters to the editor which allow
people to criticize the paper's policies?
·~'"'We would remind our critics that newspapers are to report
the news, yes, but also to comment on events in the news.
One such comment is traditionally to endorse candidates for
election-in the case of a student newspaper, candidates
seeking offices from student senate all the way up to the
presidency of the United States. The fact that The Lobo is
a student newspaper supported by student money-which,
by the way, allows students to get it free rather than having
to pay for it directly-is strictly immaterial, at least insofar
as the argument against making endorsements goes.
We doubt that the author's criticism of a student newspaper's making endorsements is prompted entirely by a desire to see the right thing done. If The Lobo had endorsed
his candidate, it's 8 to 5 we never would have heard a peep
from him-but we might have from some McCarthy backers.

·-

Lobo Endorsement
Criticized
Dear Editor:
I found the article in Monday's
Lobo quite a change fron1 previously stated policies-in fact
rather contradictory. Said article apears on page 2 in the upper left hand corner. It is entitled "Lobo Endorses McCarthy
for Choice '6B". Just recently
there was some question as to the
policy involved when Hl\rn introduced Kennedy in a peculiar way
for a student paid function. I believe that he was censured for his
introductory ren1arks about the
next President. If I am correct,
The Lobo also stated that they
thought that the introduction was
in poor taste and that Horn should
be censured. Now, another student supported n1edia endorses
McCarthy. That appears to n1e to
be one of the greatest hypocritical acts of the year. Although
news papers definitely have the
right to say what they think, I
think that student newspapers
that are supported by student
01oney should linlit then1selves to
reporting the news period. Nearly
15 per cent of the students activity fees for next year are going
to The Lobo.
I think that the students would
be much better served if the Lobo
would drun1 up interest in all
political organizations of both
parties instead of endorsing one
man fron1 one party for an office.
Bob Lager
Jin1 Koglin

Martin Luther King
Scholarship Fund

TO THE

EDITOR

recent past, the type of progran1s
followed, the results of present
leadership (or the lack of it),
and the success or failure of the
present progran1s.
Don't linlit yo11r thoughts to
Viet N an1 because there are many
in1portant issues facing us this
year. Think about present programs, the candidates' plans for
those programs, the present results of the progran1s, and probable results of each candidates'
progran1s.
What about foreign aid, poverty, civil rights, aid to education, the frightening rise in crin1e
rates, Viet Nan1, world leadership, and everything that our
governn1ent does?
Richard Nixon has won 80 per
cent of the elections that he has
entered - son1e of then1 with
Den1ocratic endorsen1ent and one
in California in which be won by
a '700,000-vote 01argin, which is
five tin1es the margin that Kennedy received in the 1960 presi-

dential race. That is not a. loser I
During the 1960 can1paign
Nixon spent two weeks in the
hospital with an infected knee
and still can1paigned in all 50
states of the nation. N i x on
changed the V.P. slot fron1 a figurehead into an active position.
He was en1issary to 56 countries
including Russia and had a confrontation with Khrushchev. He
led the adn1inistration forces in
the civil rights legislation, and
he did an excellent job as President when Eisenhower was ill.
Richard M. Nixon is the bestqualified candidate for the President of the United States. He is
well versed in both :foreign and
domestic areas, he knows the
paths in both the House and the
Senate fron1 his service in each
branch, and his fiscal policies are
sound both here at home and
abroad.
The Nixon Con1n1ittee
Dee E. En1ig
John F. Slenes

State of Affairs
Lasting Lesson to Be Learnecl
From New Yorlc., Memphis
Strikes

i

f).·• ...
~.
\

I'

By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
WASHINGTON-Just ten weeks ago, two garbage strikes broke
out almost simultaneously in New York City and Men1phis, Tennessee,
with different but historic consequences. A lasting lesson is to be
learned fron1 then1.
The New York walkout will always be ren1en1bered because it successfully introduced the principle of binding arbitration as a 01eans
of settling the kind of public en1ployee strikes that are beginning to
plague 01unicipal and state governments all over the country. This
precedent has been so widely hailed, that it now appears it may become a n1odel :for resolving sin1ilar conflicts.

Dear Editor:
The Negro is not asking :for
much. He is asking only for equal
* * *
opportunity. Equal opportunity
In Men1phis, the dispute between the city and its newly-unionized
has been offered to relatively few garbagen1en went on for nearly '70 days as a raw, unyielding test of
Negroes in the past. Higher ed- power, with no arbitration and until near the end, not even 01ediation.
ucation can do 01uch to change It took the assassination of Martin Luther King, who came to Memthis situation by educating the phis to help the Negro strikers, to shock the city into a settlement.
deserving Negro. You can help
The workers appeared to have won nearly everything they were
to bring about this change. If you fighting :for, particularly formal recognition of their union. A Negro
agree that closing the "education- member of the City Council said, "Seven weeks ago, we agreed to
al gap" is one way towards -peace- the 01ain issues almost identical to those before us today. And then a
able settlement of racial prob- 01ajority of the Council changed its mind •.• refused to take any aclems, send ten dollars or 01ore to tion on this 01atter, and a lot of hell broke out across the city and
the college or university of your across the nation ••• we could have avoided all this, including the
choice. Label your contribution, death o:f Dr. King."
"Martin Luther King Scholarship
* * *
This n1ay not be the whole story, .but it surely is true that Dr. King
Fund." The school adn1inistration
will see that it is used appropri- would probably be alive today if Men1phis, like New York, had turned
ately to help a Negro obtain a to arbitration early in the strike. The day of public en1ployee unions
college education. This change in has arrived, even at the federal level, and as has been emply denloneducational status - in training strated, efforts to outlaw strikes by teachers, subway workers, saniNegro leaders - will do n1uch tation n1en, etc., simply haven't worked in practice.
If governn1ent is to deny its employees the soverign right to strike,
to stin1ulate subsequent social
it
DlUSt provide then1 with a con1pensating 01eans of insuring thenlchange. Mail in your dollars toselves
a :fair deal and guarding then1 against arbitrary or capricious
day!
Paul A. Hartn1an decisions by public officials. Moreover, our cities DlUst be protected
against labor shutdowns which, in son1e cases, have been as disruptive as riots. The National Guard is not a pern1anent answer to either
Nixon Vote Urged
forn1 of protest,
Dear Editor:
* * *
The sensible and equitable answer is so clearly the principle of
As chairwon1an and acting
chairn1an of the Nixon Conlmit- binding arbitration that even the aloof federal government is coming
tee, we'd like to encourage every- to it. In :fact, the President's review committee on labor-n1anagen1ent
one at UNM to vote Wednesday relations in governn1ent is on the point of recon1n1ending compulsory
in the Choice '68, to vote Repub- arbitration as the alternative to the right to strike :for U.S. workers.
John Kaocre, Fine Arts Recital Hall, 8
lican, and to vote for Nixon. We It will be a giant step forward.
p.m.
Concert Capers, Concert Hall, 8:15 p.m.
o:f the Nixon Committee feel that
As Sen. Jack Javits (R-N.Y.) has pointed out, there are a nun1ber
THURSDAY
the
Republicans
are
offering
the
of
valid criticisms of con1pulsory arbitration in the private sector (esCollege oi Education Seminar, Union
voter a "choice" in '6B.
pecially the danger of undern1ining collective bargaining) but :few of
260 C·D, 8 a.m.
Free Univ.: ElectTonie Music, Union
The major Republican candi- these argUments apply to public employee disputes.
231 B, 9 :30 a.m.
dates
or possible candidates are:
Graduate Committee, Union 258, 9 :30
* * *
a.m.
Reagan,
Nixon, and Rockefeller,
J avits, who is one of the Senate's leading thinkers on labor relaGovernor's Committee on Children and
offering a choice of conservative, tions, says:
Youth, Union 231 D·E, 10 a.1Tl.
Phi Beta Lambda, Union .231 C, 1 p.m.
moderate, or liberal. The Repub"Public employee bargaining proceeds in a different psychological
UNM Tennis: New Mexico State, UNM
lican candidates' philosophies and atmosphere than private bargaining. It is bargaining with no real
Courts, 2 p.m.
.
University United Fund, Union 263, 3
programs are all of a wide vari- pressure on the employer side of the table. Under these circun1stances
p.m..
ety;
whereas, the Democratic the availability of a final appeal to arbitration would not disrupt bar~
Senate Steering Committee, Union 260
E, 3:30p.m.
candidates offer similar interpre- gaining; on the contrary, it would encourage it because it would even
Free Univ.: The Poet Speaks, Union
tations of the same basic philoso- the scales.''
231 B, 4 p,rn.
Free Univ.: P€rsonal Anarchy, Union
phies.
Arbitration still has a long way to go, but, considering how cool
231 E, 4 :30 p.m.
We sincerely ask the students
Phi Beta KaptJa, Union 250 B, 4:30
labor and government were to this idea only a year ago the
both
to seriously think about our counp.m.
APOWA Executive Meeting, Union
trend
is both hopeful and reassuring.
'
try, what has been done in the
Council Room, 6 :30 p.m.
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Union Board t:o Initiate Review

Of U NM l:mployee Wage Policy
(Continued fron1 page 1)
lowed an increase in personnel," dent government progran1s, alBusiness and Finance John Pero- Krbec said. "We can no longer uumi events, and other activities
vich and J an1es M. Etherton, di- con1pete for en1ployees on what could be held in the guest roon1s.
rector of non-acaden1ic personnel, the University is allowing us to
Four pinball machines will have
would be asked to attend the pay," he said.
been installed in the Union Gan1es
01eeting.
. Economics professor Paul Ther- area by July 1, and will bring in
"The Union managen1ent is in klldsen, a board n1en1ber, said "If $12,000 to $15,000 in revenues,
con1plete agreen1ent with the the figures for wages, salaries, Bierbaun1 said. The nun1ber of
board on the question, of salaries and fringe benefits in this budget machines will be increased in fuand wages," Union Director Wil- are accurate, we need our own ture years, and they should bring
lianl Bierbaun1 said.
w~r on poverty."
in a great deal of n1oney, be said.
The proposed break-even bud- . TD L~ to see. us JDake an
The only itenl of controversy
get is based on expected revenues JSsue of. this, he smd.
.
on the budget appeared to be
of $150,289 and total expendiAssoc1ated Students Prestdent Casa de Sol on the second-floor
tures of $134,11'7 and includes John Thorson reJJlllrked, "It west terrace, which serves Mex$11,500 revenue fron1 students' would be very poor for us to ap. ican food daily. Casa del Sol will
activity fees and $2'7,6'72 ex- prove a budget that is not equit- earn $10,572 in projected revenues
penses for "activities and pro- able to labor!'
next year; planned expenses total
gran1s." Incon1e exceeds ex"We are conc~ed about the $1'7,680.'71.
penses by $16,1'72 in general op- ove!all wage policy, and we are
"MAKE CASA DEL Sol earn
erations, but expenses in the sec- trying to put together a n1utual n1oney or at least break even,"
cond category are $16 1'72 more force to generate action to re- said board men1ber Steve van
than activity-fee inco~es.
consider the policy:• Krbee said.
THE BOARD'S objections to
It apll!'.ar~ that Union Board's
the budget center around wages . fir~t obJective wo~d 1M: to reand salaries for Union en1ployees, ~~ the budget, 111;.cluding proboth student and non-student. vtstons for wage :mcreues of
$550,000 is allocated to pay work- !JlOre than four _per cent. Attemptera; $50,000 is for student en1- mg to do this aml!nnts. to a
ployees. The average salary for a ch~lle~ge of the state s ~li~ on
Union en1ployee is $1.53 an hour, gmde!mes and on mm'DlOJD
Union Director Willian1 Bierbaun1 salanes.
said.
. BIERBAUM TOLD the board
Included in the budget are that n1ost iten1s in the proposed
provisions for a four-per-cent in- budget are lower than this year's
crease in all Union en1ployees' allocations "because ineon1e this
salaries, based on the University's year has been less than was proofficial guideline applying to all jected. This budget is the :reBlllt
personnel fron1 :faculty n1en1bers of a day-by~ay analysis of each
to janitors. Th~ guideline also ap- area of the Union, and the proplies to all state en1ployees in jected revenues are ones that we
New Mexico.
can realistically lllake.''
"Wage rates for all state en1Only the eight guest rooDlS on
ployess are based on a federal the second floor "do not carry
minin1Un1 wage of $1.15 an hour. their own full load of the Union's
We're answering to son1ebody expenses," Krbec said.
north of us on the total policy,"
"It is now appropriate to begin
Bierbaun1 said. He explained that an analysis of new ways to use
the federal 01inin1UD1 wage for the gnest roon1 spaces," he conthe state is based on the govern- tinued. Occupancy is usually 35
n1ent's "second scale" and is low- to 38 per cent, Bierbaum said,
er than that for other states,
and although costs are :fixed, inJANITORS IN the Union start con1es can be varied.
at $1.40 an hour, as opposed to
KRBEC SUGGESTED that stu$1.68 in the Albuquerque public
sohools and nearly $2 in industry, said Kirby Krbec, assistant
Union director who will succeed
Bierbaun1 next year.
"Physical facilities have increased ten per cent in recent
years, but we have not been al-

Dresser. "It's not $10,572 worth of
service.''
Bierbaun1 explained that "other
costs for total Union operations
are added to this area. Closing
Casa del Sol would not eliminate
the loss in total operations. he

said. He said 350 or 400 people
use the area each day.
Board men1ber Rob Burton
moved that "Union Board not
authorize operation of Casa del
Sol next year.'' The n1otion died
for lack of a second.

Life is a glorious cycle of sound,
A medley of extemporania.
Love is a thing that can never go
wrong;
And I am Marie of Roumania.
3ol.
fiLII'L N~.
BeHIND 1h. GAZEBO

SAN

-Dorothy Parker
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objets de virtu

Having Problems

With Your
Curriculum

0

Colling U

Information Provided by Union
Calendar Office
WEDNESDAY
College of Education Seminar, Union
250 c-D, 8 a.m.
Latin-American Desk, Union 231· A-C,
12:30 p.m.
A.W.S., Union 231 D-E, 3:30 p.m.
Mortar Board, Union 231 B, 6 :15 p.m.
A.S.M.E •• Union Desert Room, 6 :80 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board, Union 231 C, 7
p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges, Union 281 A,
7 p.m.
Latin-American Desk Film,
Union
Theater, 7 p.m.
N.S.A., Union 253, 7 p.m.
Omega Psi l'hi, Union 250 A, 7 p.m.
Student Senate, Union Council Room,
7 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi, Union 250 E, 7 p.m.
APOWA, Union 260 E, 7:80p.m.
Student Education Aeeociationt Union
250 D, 7 :30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi, Union 231 D·E, 8
P•'!!·
f'ricnds of Art Lecture: Picasso by

Sl~
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1URN'6! ON!:: DAY
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or your Career?

Consult

College
Career

Let's Get the Band Wagon Rolling!

Counseling

DRINK.

ME ~AGK A DRII\IK, At-ID

Service

Ttle. NEXr DAY I BRING:>

Y(.')U BACK A DRINK·

Vote today

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

.......

UNM YR's for Rockefeller

Phone 265-8288
124 Washington S.E.
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U. Baseballers Beat ENMU 8-2
New Mexico warmed up for picked up three hits in four trips
this weekend's crucial three-game to the plate and drove across
series with the Arizona State Sun three Lobo runs. With had two
Devils with an easy 8-2 victory singles and a tw·o-run inside-theover Eastem New Mexico Uni- park home run.
versity at the UNM diamond.
Mike McLaughlin, the Lobos'
The Lobos moved their season leading hitter until last weekend's
record to 30-6, by far the best series with the University of Arirecord ever compiled by a UNM zona, had two hits against the
baseball team. New Mexico set a Greyhounds. McLaughlin was only
record for most games ever won able to come up with one hit in
by a Lobo baseball team when three days against the Wildcats.
it notched its 25th win over HiCraig Guest, the man who capram Scott two weeks ago.
ped off the Lobos' sweep of the
DON GREENSTREET started l.:_rizona series with a seventh
on the mound for the Lobos and mning pinch-hit triple, also pickwent six innings before giving ed up two base hits.
way to Greg MacAleese. MacTHE
CONFERENCE
title
Aleese pitched three innings and
could
rest
heavily
on
the
outChuey Armendariz pitched the
come
of
New
Mexico's
series
with
last frame.
New Mexico picked up its :first defending NCAA champion Arirun in the bottom of the :first zona State this weekend. The Sun
frame, added two more in the Devils beat the Lobos three times
third, one each in the fourth and at Tempe by scores of 3-2, 3-2,
:fifth, and three in the seventh. and 4-1.
ENMU, held to seven scattered
Arizona State is currently
hits, scored in the third and the leading the Southern Division of
ninth innings.
the WAC with a 3-0 mark. The
THIRD BASEMAN Greg With Sun• Devils have not played an-

other conference opponent since
NewMexico.
·
The Lobos are 3-3 in the conference and could make a strong
bid for the crown with a sweep
this weekend.

Ue~-, s~

~~7 ;ENTS

ENTIRE OUTFIT
Include• Shirt, Cummer·
bund, suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs,
Cufflinks, Tie and
Boutonniere. $1 0.00

New Mexico's golf team, coach.
ed by Dick . McGuire, finished
eighth in the New Mexico State
Intercollegiate golf to11l'llament
last week. Houston won the tolll'nament with a combined 881 score,
New Mexico State was second
with 890, Florida 890, Oklahoma
State 899, North Texas State 901,
Southern California 902, Colorado
904, and New Mexico 907.

COAT. and
TROUSERS

$6.50

s~

U. Net Squad Win
Ups Record to 11-1
Coach Joe Ferguson's Lobo
tennis team upped its season record to 11-1 with a 6-0 victory
over the University of Albuquerque Monday at the UNM courts.
Cold weather forced postponement of the doubles matches.
New Mexico's only loss of the
year came at the hands of a taletned Brigham Young squad early
in the season. The Lobos have defeated Utah and Arizona State in
their only other conference competition of the year.
The Lobos play New Mexico
State Thursday at S p.m. at the
UNMcourts.
Results of Monday's mateh
were: (UNM listed first) Willie
Oropez def. John Cox, 6-2, 6-0;
Billy Thompson def. Mike Cecehi,
8-6, 6-1; Doug MacCurdy def.
Mike Pierotti, 6-2, 6-1;. Rob Jones
def. Mike Martinez, 6-2, 6-1;
Donnie Ball def. Bob Cordova, 61, 6-3; Steve Aragon def, Bill
Walz, 6-1, 6-3.

TUXEDOS

FIRST and

GOLD

247-4347

Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you•ve found one?

TAKE

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will fet you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.
PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

AMERICA'S BIGGEST
ENTERTAINMENT VALUE

OUTFIELDER DICKIE BALDIZAN was a big man in the Lobos'

t~ree-game sweep of the Arizona Wildcats last weekend at the UNM

The popular Living Guitars in their
first album of psychedelic sound.
Includes such hit tunes as "Out
and About," "Vibrations," "Some·
body to Love," "Ode to Billie Joe,"
many others.
CAL;CAS·2192
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Here is the Porter Wagoner sound
in a collection of top country ballads. "Stranger's Story," "The
Keeper of the Key," "False True
lover," "Green, Green Grass of
Home," others.
CAL/CAS-2191

~~~~~~~~~

"-~~PUS SPOTLIGHt
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"ODE TO LITTlE WILD BILL"

~
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Perma-press 1
trim-style

Men•s

DRESS PANTS
6.88

BELLAs
Hess
DEPARTMENT STORE

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle

The Living Strings Plus Two Pianos
pre~ent a Wide-ran~ed program of
new pop tunes m1xed with light
classics. "There Must Be a Way,"
"Exodus," "My Heart Cries for
You."
CAL/CAS.2190

Features many stories and songs
about the era of the old wild west.
"The land of B'JIIy the K'Jdb" "Th•"
Pony .Expres~," "The Cow oy." A
very mterestmg album for all the
kiddies.
CAL!CAS-1094

The soothing
SOlllld of the LIV·
lng Voices In an
album of great
tunes .from the
new Broadway
show, "How Now,
Dow Jones.'' In·
eludes "Shake•
sp,eare Lled 1"
• Music to tne
Ears " "Step to
the ~eart others.
CAL/IiAS-2189

Contains 10 well-known selections
a coil t•
f M · 1
cc Jontunes
o byancm
plus
a few
other songs
com·
posers. Includes "Tender Is the
Nl!jh!," "The Shadows of Paris "
"T•II There Was You," others. '
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CAL/CAS·2158

Here are the fa·
mous Blackwood
Brothers perform·
ing some of the
greatest gospel
music ever writ·
ten. "Happy Dav1 "
"Who Am 1," •1n
the Shelter of His
Arms " mDre.
CAL/CAS.2194

NEED CASH? As a service to you we
cash all UNM Student checks for
cash. All you need is your Student
I.D. Card.

Lobos have suffered this season.
After the Arizona triangular,
the Lobos followed · with dualmeet victories over Arizona, the
University of Colorado, Okla-

~::a

State, and Abilene Christ-

Potron·tze
Lobo Advertizers

Women's Awards

SPITFIRE ARCHERY LANES

Mortar Board has a certificate
of recognition for every junior
woman with a cumulative gradepoint average of 3.0 or higher.
Those who have not as yet received their certificates may pick
them up in Dean Whiteside's office before April 30.

Beginner and Hunter Classes now forming
New Leagues Also Forming
OPE.N 7 DAYS WEEKLY
5200 San Mateo NE
345-2549

0
B
0

I've Got My EyeQn

SPORTS

ina VAN HEUSEN"

''417n VA NO PRESS SHIRT·

EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

ASU Baseball Team
To Test Record I-I ere
TEMPE- Arizona State University's baseball squad jumps
back into Western Athletic Conference play this weekend, putting a perfect 3-0 conference record on the line against the redhot UNM Lobos.
The Sun Devils will warmup
for the three crucial contests by
facing the University of Albuquerque at Tingley Field Thursday at 8 p.m.
THE LOBOS carry a 3-3 WAC
record into the series after sweeping a three-game series from the
Arizona Wildcats. ASU was idle
over the weekend, but a series
sweep of Albuquerque earlier in
the week upped the Sun Devils'
season record to 29-8. New Mexico has a 30-6 record after a win
over Eastern New Mexico University Monday.
"New Mexico has an excellent
defensive club, their pitching is
real strong, and their hitting has
been pretty good. We're looking
forward to a real tough series,"
said coach Bob Winkles.
WINKLES HAS named senior
lefthander Jeff Pentland (6-3) to
start the :first game, Larry Gura
(3-2), a junior Iefthander, in the
second, and junior righthander

Joe Arnold (8-1) to finish up Saturday. They will be opposed by
Ney Mexico's Ralph Sallee (7-1),
Bob McAulay (6-1), and either
Ron Sims (3-1) or Ed Reeder
(3-0).
Leading the Sun Devils in
practically all hitting departments is freshman Lenny Randle.
The little shortstop leads the
team in hitting with a .352 average, hits with 43, runs with 33,
home runs with 6, and runs batetd in with 25.
Despite winning only six of
their last 11 games, the Sun Devils have raised their hitting as a
team to a lofty .297. Opponents
have been held to a .212 batting
average.

89 Winrotk Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbutb

. And what I see of my classy mate, I like,
I like'! Ruggedly built, but with a cool, suave
look ... just like his permanently pres~ed
Van Heusen "417" Vanopress sh1rt. It s the
one with new Soil-Away process that
washes out stains and collar soil without
scrubbing. Complete with authentic button·
down collar and V-Tapered fit.ln tough,
turned-on stripes, checks or solids. Gee, I
just can't take my eyes off him. Funny,
I don't want to!
Now from Van Heusen •••
the scent of adventure ••• Passport 360
••. the first to last and last and last!

The

Association

298-1828

Childrens' Boob
Bargains

leaving UNM?
T... P.t of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Events
The Faculty-The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features-Columns

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Open Until Midnight-Free Delivery
2142 Con11'01 SE ot Yale

~·

evelt Williams, George Loughridge, and Harold Bailey in the
480 shuttle-hurdle relay with
Rene , Matison running the 440
and Adrian DeWindt the mile.
Hackett is undecided about entries in the rest of the events.
NEW MEXICO is fresh over
a 92-52 win over Abilene Christian College where it captured first
place in 13 of 17 events.
Partici}lllting teams . in the
WAC Relays will be Brigham
Young, Wyoming, Arizona, the
University of Texas-El Pallo, and
host Arizona State. Utah will be
the only conference team missing
from the competition.
Relay events will be the 440,
880, mile, two-mile, distance medley, and shuttle hurdle. Opening
running events will be the intermediate hurdles and the threemile run. Field events will be unchanged.
Arizona Stale hosted the Lobos and the University of Arizona
in an early season outdoor triangular at Tempe and :finished on
top of the :field. New Mexico finished second, the only loss the

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

..

'

The New Mexico Lobos will be
one of seven conference schools
entered in Saturday's Western
Athletic Conference Relays on the
Arizona State University campus
but injuries may keep the Lobos
out of several of the relay events.
"We won't know until Thursday who will be making the trip
to Arizona. We will have runoffs on Wednesday and then have
to wait for a trainer's report on
another," 11aid UNM Coach Hugh
Hackett.
Quartermiler Jim Singer pulled
a muscle last Saturday against
Abilene Christian and joins sprinter Ivory Moore and hurdler Mike
Jones on the injury list.
NEW MEXICO will have some
top performers in the field events
with Phil Kastens (6-10) in the
high jump; NCAA champion Art
Baxter ( 49-2% ) in the triple
jump; Ervin Jarros (177-:IA,) and
Mike Jeffrey (176-6) in the discus
and Ake Nilsson in the javelin.
Nils11on has the UNM record in
the event with a throw of 2574%.
Hackett will have Baxter, Roos-

L

RCA CAMDEN RECORDS

diamond. Baldizan collected four hits in five trips to the plate in Saturday's doubleheader and picked up some clutch hits in all three
ga:nes. Baldizan. i~ hitting .286 with 30 hits in 105 times at bat despite an ankle InJUry that has been bothering him in recent Lobo
games. Baldizan should be in good shape for the Lobos' crucial series
with ASU this weekend.

Injuries Plague ASU-Bound Thinclads

Listen to KUNM

THE

NEW FROM

~

Page 'I

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Wednesday, April 2,, 1968

6-0 Victory

Lobos Finish 8th

I

--

Wedneedar, April2.(, 1988

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Phone 243-5124

only $4.50 for a full school year.

TICKETS
ON SALE
TODAY

Presentee/ by
Popular Entertainment Committee and KDEF

May 18. 8: 15 PM at University Arena
Tickets On Sale At Fine Arts Ticket Office- 277-3411 & 3412
6.00- 5.00- 4.00- 3.00 (1.00 Student Discount)

------------~------------~--------~-------------------------------------------------------~---Page 8
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Nelson Chosen Guard
On All-America Tearn

eellent s=n-aey. Straight typing (te:n'
papers etc..) 35e per page-you furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you eall Tue. or Th11111o
nights. 242-945L

WANT ADS

PERSONALS
SPEND DUMMER ~'REE at a

pila~

ranehero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house, artistic setting, with trout Jake.
No pay and no work~-turn water on and
off~ Write Box 5011, Santn. Fe. New M:ex..
MOUNTAIN HOME. June 15-Augnst 3d.
Somewhat primitive. No rent in exchange care pets while owners on vacation. P.O. 351, Grants, New Mexico.
POETRY WANTED fo~ Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publisher&, 543 Frederick, San Franeiseo,
California. 94117.
DO YOU BITE your nails! Would yuu h'ke
to stop? A limited numbe~ of people are
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspice~ of UNll
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen,
277-4285 for appoinlment.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: YAMAHA 80ce. Excellent
condition includes ltelmet and manuaL
$150.00. Call 277-4878 or see at 801 Coal
SE,Apt. 8.
1968 YAMAHA 305cc. $599. Brand new1800 miles. . Call 255-6708 •••• ask for
Sam.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNJI ares).
It's a world of its own! Rustic, charming, with patios and gardens. yuu'D be
captivated. Beautiful fireplal:e, diningroom, Mexican tile bathroom, perfeet
for a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. CairdNoms Realty.
u
ADOBE WITH POOL. Nea~ UNlL Completely reconditioned. Move in and en·

WANTED: An attractive single girl ~
cook evening weekday meals Mon.-Fr1.
Renumerati<>n&-meals and $1 per hour.
If interested eall Carlo lb=elli. 8421353.
BA :MA.TORS: Get valuable experlence in
Direct selling while earning good Income. St::a¢ now. part time~ to maximUe
full time summer Earnings. WeU known,
long ertablisl>ed eompany. scholarship
· benefits. Call 296-1982, 5 to g p.m. be-

Ron ~~.,,~vu,
most highly
players in UNM's history, has
been named to one of the 12
guard positions on the 1968
Helms Athletic Foundation AllAmerica team.
Nelson led Bob King's Lobo
basketball team to a 23-5 season,
the Western Athletic Conference
title, and a berth in the NCAA
Far West Regionals held in Albuquerque in March. Nelson was
an all-conference selection, won
the WAC free-throwing shooting
crown, and played on the NCAA
White team in the United States
Men's Basketball Olympic Trials.
The Helms Foundation chooses
12 guards, 12 forwards, and 12
centers each year. Selections are
not broken down into teams and
are all given equal recognition
for their accomplishments.
The Foundation chose UCLA's
Lew Alcindor as the player of the
year.
Other guards on the Helms
team are UCLA's Lucius Allen,
California's R u s s Critchfield,
Denver's Harry Hollines, Utah's
Merv Jackson, LSU's Pete Maravich, North Carolina's Larry Miller, Purdue's Rick Mount, Niagara's Calvin Murphy, Oklahoma
City's Rich Travis, UCLA's Mike
Warren, and Kansas' Jo Jo
White.
Critchfield, Jackson, Maravich,
Mount, Murphy, Travis, and
White all participated in the U.S.
Olympic trials at University
Arena earlier this month.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVrR SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
2<17-8219

ART
SUPPLIES

20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oils & Water Colon
Brushes- Canvas
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Stretcher Bars & Mote

LANGELL'S
2510 Central S.E.

A~ross

From Johnson Gym

J
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}~\aster

Co\\~~
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From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
Fidelity Union Life

.

ACADEMY
AWARD
WINNER!!

"ONE OF THE
YEAR'S 10
BEST FILMS!"
Cntrttter-,

Times • Gelrnis, Ntwtcf&)l'
Welt, Cue • Wlnsttn, Post

I
;

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

i

BEST
FOREIGN

FILM
7:30

9:2l

l!:LOSELY

~ATCHED

TRAINS

Mora•nstern, Htwswnt
Nperl lo Knight, Saturday Ravltw

NEW MEXICO LO.BO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

·~.2!!::!!... ~apers' Officially Opens RHC Week

officially opened last night with b~es, and the maximum time
"Concert Capers," a variety show t! een sdcenes was planned for
including the presentation of sevV:oosceaclon s, Schus.ter sa~d.
1
ul
presentatiOns mel d d
~ra pop ar songs, vocally and the theme from "V 1
. u e
Instrumentally, two dance num- Dolls " "Th L k fa ley .~~ t~e
bers, and a running skit.
is M' S e, oo ~. Lov~, This
The theme of the show pre
s t."y ong, and Sunrise, Sun· th e Concert Hall• wase A fi
sented m
·
b
.
''Fresh."
'
th C ve-pr~ ~nd mtro~uced
Described as an "innovation" "Whoaper~,~ ~Ja~y verston of
by RHC President Larry Schus- "Soun:m f S'l e a~, also played
1 en~e.
ter, the program was performed
A fi 8 _0
by ;professional actors, not resi- lif
ve pa~ skit abou~ college
dence hall members.
du~in';a~:e;pr~:ed ~t ~n!:r':als
The show was produced by Ed
h
t ·f. h a!fl. n
ucmg
Adams. It had no master of cere- eac par_~ t e skit was a numorC 0 Ro IVADo
ous gw r-aecompanied parody

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any

Dorm.

°
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255-5079
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Classes on the nature
of Christian matrimony
for those about
to be married

t

l
I

i

'

April 25 and May 2
Canterbury Chapel
Fr. Crews, Chapl::__ _ _ _

THE
THINKING
MAN'S

CHOICE •••
You can't just wish your way
out of the kind of problems we've
got today. You've got to think
them through-and that takes
a lifetime of getting ready.
Think about Viet Nam.Abrutalconfftetthat
tears the nation. Anew kind of war against a new kind
oferemy, that requires new concepts of~ mili·
tary, political, and diplomatic effort. This is a time when
we must explore every avenue toward settlement-but
keep up our guard againstthetemptationsof a tamou·
flaged surrender.
Think about your dollar. Weakened and
shrunk by buy-now·pay·later politics, eaten by taxes,
threatened by the balance of payments and the gold
drain. It's going to take skill and understanding 1o get
an $000 billion economy back on the track-and keep
itthere.

make our nation whole again by making our people
one again.

Think about the world. Its complexity and
its challenge. Russia. China. NATO, SEATO, the OAS,
the UN. Europe.The Middle East Africa. latin America.
Asia. Nuclear arms and diplomatic maneuvers. Aworld
entering the most dangerous period in its history, and
looking to the United. Sillies for leadership that can
take it safely through.

Think aboutthe Presidency. Its awesome
powers and its lonely responsibilities. The rang~ of
things a President has to think about, know about The
great decisions that he alone can m<lke, and that may
determine thefateoffreedom for generations to com~
-ancl even the survival of civilization.

Think aboutthe one man who is best quali·
fled for that office. With the sure hand, the balanced
judgment, the combination of seaS<Jned experience

Ij

Thursday, April25, 1968

Think about the cities. Aboutthecivilwar
rippingournatiooaparlAboutviolenceandaimeand
despair. About the need for both the rule of law and the
light of hope. About the new states111ansllip needed 1o

't.

5?

A proposed amendment to the
Associated Students constitution
which will make the National stu:
dent Association coordinator's
position appointive instead of
elective, was approved by Student Senate last night and will
be placed on the ballot in the
May 5 ASUNM elections.
Senate earlier this semester
voted to remove the NSA coordinator's salary. The deadline for
taking out petitions has passed
and no candidate ahs indicated
interest in running.
''THERE IS obviously no interest in this position," Sen. Ray
Schowcrs remarked. The position
could be handled by an ombudsman, appointed by the ASUNM
president, who would coordinate
national NSA affairs, and by aaparate chairmen for the NSA discount program and other areas,
Sehowers suggested.
Senate last night also passed a
bill allocating $275 to buy trophies, plaques, and certificates to
be presented to senators and others who have worked in student
government this year.
The original bill requested $625
to pay costs of a banquet for
presentation of the awards, but
senators agreed that they could
pay for their own banquet. Sen.
Barbara Bennett pointed out that
no other ASUNM organizations
were permitted to allocate activity-fee money for bnaquets in
their budgets for next year.
SEN. GARY Cone this week resigned his position as chairman
of the Elections Committee. Sen.
Suzanne Ralls was named last

night to head the group, and Sen.
George Hiller was appointed to
fill the vacancy on the committee.

Effective Sept. I

Dr. Vogel Named
Department Head

A bill sponsored by Sen. Ron
Curry that would have added a
$5000 allocation to the ASUNM
budget this year was allowed to
die in committee at the author's
request. Money in the fund would
have been loaned out to the Student Aids Office for investment
and then returned to student gov~
ernment after 'Several years.
CURRY, A candidate for
ASUNM vice-president, 'Said that
he intends to use the fund proposal as a plank in his campaign
program, and hopes to have the
idea implemented next year.
A Senate bill to amend the
ASUNM constitution by more
clearly defining the function of
the Speakers Committee has been
held in Steering Committee.
THORSON ALSO signed int;
law a bill establishing a paid position for an Associated Students'
publicity advisor and one to establish two $200 scholarship :for
"Students attending the University's branch in Quito, Ecuador,
next year.
A bill allocating $500 for
ASUNM's share of expenses for
a conference on "The University
and the State" at Taos this weekend was also signed.

Dr. Albert W. Vogel has been
named chairman of the Department of Educational Foundations
in the UNM College of Education,
Dean Chester C. Travelstead announced recently.
The appointment becomes effective Sept. 1. Dr. Vogel will serve
as acting chairman during the
l!lummer session, Dean Travelstead
said.
The department was established
this year and Dr. John T. Zepper
is acting chairman for the current
academic year.
Prof. Vogel joined the UNM
faculty in 1964. He previously
taught at Hood College, the American University, Eastern Washington College, and the University of Virginia.
Dr. Vogel earned bachelor's and
master's degrees in English from
UNM and a doctorate in education
!from the American University,
Washington, D.C.
He is a specialist in American
educational thought, and has written on the appearance of educaA man dedicated to mobilizing
tional themes in works of fiction. "those people who live outside
the power structure" will speak
on the UNM campus tonight.
Saul Alinsky will discuss the
"urban revolution" at 8 p.m. in
the Concert Hall, sponsored by
the Newman Forum. The talk is
free.
For 25 years, Alinsky has incited municipal jitters in numerous upstate New York cities as
well as his native Chicago. He is
'the founder of the Industrial
Areas Foundation-a kind of
training school for agitators
which, since 1940, has helped
more than 40 impoverished communities organize m i 1 it a n t
groups.
He has fought against meatpackers, slum landlords, city halls
dominated by a callous political
machine, and bankers who turned
their backs on small homeowners
and merchants needing loans.

I
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ONE HIGHLIGHT of last night's "Concert Capers" variety show,
which officially opened Residence Halls Council Week at UNM, was
Marilyn McGee's vocal interpretation of "Sunrise, Sunset" from the
hit Broadway musical ''Fiddler on the Roof." The show, described as
"an innovation" by Residence Halls Council President Larry Schuster,
kicked off a series of activities scheduled for the rest of the week, including a steak fry this afternoon, a TGIF dance tomorrow, a treasure
hunt Saturday, and the Women's Residence Halls Spring Formal Saturday night. (Photo by Pawley)

The problem, Alinsky said in
Harper's magazine, is tha~un
like his critics-he really believes in democracy. "A democracy lacking in popular participation dies of paralysis," he
wrote.
Alinsky is the final speaker
this year in the Newman Forum

Residence Halls Council will
meet at 8 tonight in 1·oom 253C of the Union to issue endorsements for candidates in
the Associated Students elec~
tiona. All presidential and
Senate candidates are invited to
attend, An RHC business meeting is scheduled for '7:30 in the
same room.

series, made possible by the financial support of businessmen,
,professional people, and civicminded citizens who have joilteir
to promote the work of the Newman Center and UNM.
He is expected to arrive at the
Sunport tomorrow at 4 p.m.,
where he will hold a press conference.

'Abolish Government, Rebuild' Is Plan
Of Candidate for ASUNM Presidency·
Editor's Note: The following
statement was received as a
letter to the editor by Steve
Hogan, who has filed a petition
for the presidency of the Associated Students.

STEVE HOGAN

Abolish Student <ffivernment
and Reconstruct
I would like to announce my
candidacy for the president of the
Associated Students of UNM,
since it has been little acknow·
ledged as yet.
My platform as stated before
is to make a better functioning
student body with the gteateat
amount of efficiency and attempting to cut out "red tape," making
this a student body which all will
feel a part of, and following
whatever paths are necessary to
this end.
I cannot deny that I am in this
race for purely humanitarian reasons and the betterment of the
student body but I am also in it
for personal pin. I am a atarviBg student, like many of you,
and I firmly believe we muat; ·
tlti<:k together tQ be heard.

..
--~~-~~---~---------~~--~----------

..

Steve Hogan
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AJIIOUT 2550 UNM students v.ted in the Cheice '68 Mu...l collt'tl'iate )ll'eside~~.tial pri111ary yestenlay, Tod Delan~y, t&iiiiiNS Choice
'68 atOrtlinator, said last ~ight. About 77 b.llots. are 'quest.iMnlblt;' and
may - t be valid, he sa1d. Uesults of tile nau.al elect- wnl be
JIMIIIie av.ilable Mlr~ the first week in May, lUid a tllbulation ef the
v.till~ for Nt"w Mexico governor will lte c:eaplcted by W:rt t day,
May J he said. Four New Mexico eclloole-UNII, Eastem, State, alld
the ~lege of Santa Fe voted. in Ute gov~'a primary and on the
refereDdum question on lowermg the Votillg age to 18. (Photo by
Pawley)

-•;

Newman Forum Series Ends Tonight:;
Saul Alinsky Speaks on Urban Revolt:

RHC Endorsements

NIXON'S THE ONE!

..

~ !'lo. 99

20years in public life, eight of them at the very center
restudy,andtomeasurethepressihgneedsofAmerica
and theworld inthisfinalthird of the 20th Century. The
~ man prepared by hislory for the world's toughest .
job-the one man who can really make a difference In
these boubled, dangerous times.

'The formal will be a fitting
end to what should be a fun-filled
week," Schuster added.
Schuster also said that the
Residence Halls. Council will meet
tomorrow night at 7:30 in Room
253 in the Union to talk with all
student government
hopefuls
about endorsements from RHC.
All interested candidates are invi ted to attend.

,@

spedive on the Presidency unique in our time-from

of power-followed by arare opportunity to reflect and

r

Senate Okays Move t~'~i~~g;
Selection of NSA Coordinator

Think about your children. AOO!Jttheir andyouthfulvigor. Theone man who has gained a per·
schools. Their college. Will there be a place for them?
And the world they inherit WiN it be worlh inheriti~
Will they have a world to inherit?

.
to 1 a.m. For the affair, dorm
hours for girls will be 2 a.m.
Schuster said the dance will be
formal or semi-formal, and the
theme is "Return to Tara."

Our Seventy-First Year ol Editorial F ~c/om

Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
H
11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231

"I John

The balloons will contain tickets
redeemable at the Union for
prizes.
The prizes, provided by the
Program Directorate, have been
donated by several local merchants.
Prizes include: a transistor
radio, theater passes, a pizza an
oil change, a record raclc a~d a
Fiesta Sandwich which feeds 50
people.
The hunt is scheduled to begin
at 10 a.m.
The week will end Saturday
night with the WRH Formal at
the Hilton Hotel from 10 p.m.

====
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Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Caterjng service to your favorite eating place

+

of "It Was a Very Good Year"
Planned for this afternoon' is
the annual barbecue sponsored by
th f d
·
..e oo serviCe. Tomorrow there
wdl be a TGIF dance in front of
Hokona Hall from 3 to 5.
Schuster also said "The Card·ma1" WI'II b e s h own twrce
· at 8 and
10 p.m. at the Anthropology lee~ure hall Friday night. The movie
IS sponsored by WRH and RHC.
S~udents. will be ,admitted only
With therr meal ticket numbers.
All students are eligible to compete in a Saturday afternoon
treasure hunt for balloons which
will be hidden all over campus,
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ervmg as Mexican nners
and Am~rican Dishes

joy a fuU summer of swimming and next

winter you'll enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900, Call Ed Noms
265-8571 and evenings 255-6852.
FOR RENT
SECLUDED HOUSE on farm in South
Valley, 15 min. from UNM, availahle to
sublet June 10, 1968 thru Aug. 31, 1969.
Call 877-9341 or 277-2405.
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 14.1 Columbia
SE. Deluxe foro. units-twin or double
beds. $115·120 including utilities. 2423080.
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
a suit of Spanish armor~ These one bedroom furnished adobe apts. are a awing•
ing way of life. Call Sam Cooper 2658574 or evenings 842-8280. Caird-Norria
Realty.
"'
CHARM FOR RENT. Original Albuquerque Adobe. 4 bdrm, 2 batha, 32 ft. living
room, study, dining room, 6 fireplaces,
large patio, 1'h acres. Available July 1,
Telephone 243-5870.
SERVICES
SWIMMING PARTIEs-or just plain
parties. Facilities include swimming,
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley ball etc.. 7midnigbt, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderhird SwimGym. 247·9677.
HELP IN WRITING papen by widelr
knowledgeable prof...,ional writer. In
English, History, Psyehology, Literature. A. Segal, 1812 Central SE. 2426837. 8-S :30 a.m., 10:30-11 p.m.
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
grammar, spelling, punctuation - Jet a
former NYC Exeeutive SeeretarJ' help
you. Partial background: Advertising;
Art ; Financial ; Legal ; Seienees. Es:perienced typing prof...,lonal papers presented national engineering eonferencea.
Phone: 242,0649.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs. experienee for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex-

fore April SO for appoi11tment or information.
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